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ABSTRACT

CRISPR-Cas systems comprise diverse adaptive im-
mune systems in prokaryotes whose RNA-directed
nucleases have been co-opted for various technolo-
gies. Recent efforts have focused on expanding the
number of known CRISPR-Cas subtypes to iden-
tify nucleases with novel properties. However, the
functional diversity of nucleases within each sub-
type remains poorly explored. Here, we used cell-
free transcription-translation systems and human
cells to characterize six Cas12a single-effector nu-
cleases from the V-A subtype, including nucleases
sharing high sequence identity. While these nucle-
ases readily utilized each other’s guide RNAs, they
exhibited distinct PAM profiles and apparent target-
ing activities that did not track based on phylogeny.
In particular, two Cas12a nucleases encoded by Pre-
votella ihumii (PiCas12a) and Prevotella disiens (Pd-
Cas12a) shared over 95% amino-acid identity yet
recognized distinct PAM profiles, with PiCas12a but
not PdCas12a accommodating multiple G’s in PAM
positions -2 through -4 and T in position -1. Muta-
tional analyses transitioning PiCas12a to PdCas12a
resulted in PAM profiles distinct from either nuclease,
allowing more flexible editing in human cells. Cas12a
nucleases therefore can exhibit widely varying prop-
erties between otherwise related orthologs, suggest-
ing selective pressure to diversify PAM recognition
and supporting expansion of the CRISPR toolbox
through ortholog mining and PAM engineering.

INTRODUCTION

Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats
(CRISPR) and their CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins

comprise adaptive immune systems that protect bacteria
and archaea from invading plasmids and bacteriophages
(1–3). These systems rely on effector nucleases that are di-
rected by CRISPR-encoded guide RNAs (gRNAs) to bind
and cleave complementary nucleic acids often flanked by
a short protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) (4,5). The pro-
grammable nature of these nucleases lent to their direct use
for genome-editing, gene regulation, and various other ap-
plications (6). These applications have been spurred in part
by the ongoing discovery of Cas nucleases with distinct
properties such as DNA or RNA targeting, varying recog-
nized PAM profiles, different optimal temperatures, and re-
duced propensity for off-targeting (7–14).

The available set of Cas nucleases are part of a remark-
ably diverse assortment of CRISPR-Cas systems encom-
passing various proteins, mechanisms, and functions. This
diversity is hypothesized to have emerged from the ongoing
arms race between bacteria and invasive genetic elements
such as phages (15,16). Attempts to capture this diversity
are now reflected in a hierarchical classification scheme that
groups systems into two classes, six types, and over 30 sub-
types (7,8). Ongoing bioinformatics and biochemical char-
acterizations have mainly focused on expanding the list of
subtypes, with recent reports expanding Type V systems to
nine subtypes and Type VI systems to five subtypes (7,17–
19). However, emerging evidence suggests that incredible
diversity lies within each subtype. For instance, characteri-
zation of ranging single-effector Cas9 nucleases within the
Type II-A subtype have shown that these nucleases not only
share limited sequence identity but also can recognize dis-
tinct PAM profiles, exhibit ranging propensities to accept
mismatches between the guide and target, and do not rec-
ognize each other’s processed crRNA:tracrRNA duplexes
serving as the gRNAs (20–23). While these distinctions are
normally observed for phylogenetically distinct nucleases,
little is known about functional differences separating oth-
erwise closely related nucleases.
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A unique opportunity to explore the functional diver-
sity between related Cas nucleases rests within the V-A sub-
type of CRISPR-Cas systems (24). This subtype is exempli-
fied by Cas12a (also known as Cpf1) nucleases that exhibit
unique properties compared to other known Cas nucleases.
Specifically, these nucleases process gRNAs from a tran-
scribed CRISPR array lacking accessory factors (e.g. tracr-
RNA), recognize T-rich PAMs located 5′ of the displaced
strand of target DNA, utilize a RuvC endonucleolytic do-
main to nick both strands of target DNA, and can non-
specifically cleave single-stranded DNA upon target recog-
nition (24–26). In turn, these capabilities have led Cas12a to
be harnessed for numerous applications in genome-editing,
gene regulation, and nucleic acid sensing (24,27,28). Ongo-
ing characterization of Cas12a nucleases has also revealed
variability among these V-A effectors, such as the inability
to use each other’s gRNAs, a propensity to recognize a C
or G at various PAM positions, and different temperature
ranges in which these nucleases are active (11,14,24,29,30).
Many of these characterization efforts have focused on
sets of phylogenetically distinct Cas12a nucleases, with the
assumption that phylogenetically similar nucleases exhibit
similar properties.

Here, we characterized a set of six Cas12a nucleases, in-
cluding nucleases exhibiting highly similar identity to each
other or with well-established nucleases. We found that the
nucleases were able to process and utilize each other’s gR-
NAs for DNA targeting, although they diverged in their ap-
parent DNA cleavage activities and PAM preferences inde-
pendently of their phylogenic relationship. Further investi-
gation of two Cas12a nucleases from Prevotella ihumii (Pi-
Cas12a) and Prevotella disiens (PdCas12a) revealed surpris-
ingly different PAM profiles despite sharing 95.7% iden-
tity. Furthermore, mutating PiCas12a toward PdCas12a re-
vealed PAM profiles distinct from those associated with ei-
ther PiCas12a or PdCas12a. These findings demonstrate
that otherwise closely related CRISPR nucleases and the
intervening mutants can exhibit divergent properties, with
implications for the evolution of CRISPR-Cas systems and
expanding the set of nucleases available for CRISPR tech-
nologies.

METHODS

Strains, plasmids, oligonucleotides, and gBlocks

All strains, plasmids, oligos, and gBlocks used in this work
can be found in Supplementary Table S1. All PCR am-
plifications were performed using the Q5 Hot Start High-
Fidelity 2X Master Mix (NEB, Cat: M0494S).

The pET28b+ plasmids expressing the Cas12a nucleases
were synthesized by GenScript. The PdCas12a bacterial ex-
pression plasmid was constructed by PCR-amplifying the
PdCas12a from a previous construct (Addgene, Cat: 69990)
and inserting it into the BamHI and NheI sites of the plas-
mid CB1095. All gRNAs used in this work were synthetized
from IDT as custom gBlocks, which contain the constitutive
J23119 promoter and a rho-independent terminator. The
Q5 mutagenesis kit (NEB, Cat: E0554S) was used to gener-
ate the PiCas12a variants, the catalytically-dead Cas12a nu-
cleases, and the GFP reporter plasmids following the man-
ufacturer’s instructions.

To construct the mammalian-expressed HkCas12a and
PiCas12a plasmids, the nucleases and an N-terminal nu-
clear localization tag were PCR-amplified from their re-
spective pET28b+ plasmids and inserted into the plasmid
CB1067 using NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix
(NEB, Cat: E2621L). The empty gRNA expression plas-
mids were constructed using a previously built plasmid
expressing an empty Acidaminococcus sp. BV3L6 Cas12a
gRNA (Addgene, Cat: 78956). We used the Q5 mutagenesis
kit to convert the direct repeat of AsCas12a to that of Hk
and PiCas12a. The plasmids containing the empty Hk and
PiCas12a gRNAs were then digested with BsmBI (NEB,
Cat: R0580S) and ligated with 5′ phosphorylated and an-
nealed oligos containing a target sequence-of-interest.

GFP reporter assay using a cell-free transcription-translation
(TXTL) system

The materials and methods to perform this assay was de-
scribed in detail elsewhere (31,32). Briefly, we used the
commercially available cell-free TXTL system developed
from an all-Escherichia coli lysate (Arbor Biosciences, Cat:
507096) (33) to rapidly express Cas12a from a plasmid and
targeting or non-targeting gRNAs from custom gBlocks.
For this assay, we used GFP reporter plasmids contain-
ing a target sequence flanked by potential PAM sequences.
The target site was located immediately upstream of the
−35 element of the P70a promoter driving GFP expression.
GFP fluorescence was measured with a Synergy H1 plate
reader (BioTek) using excitation and emission wavelengths
of 488 nM and 553 nM, respectively. The reactions were
incubated for 16 h at 29◦C and the resulting fluorescence
data were analyzed using end-point and time-course analy-
ses. The reported production of GFP was calculated using a
linear standard calibration curve developed from recombi-
nant GFP as we have performed previously (29,32). For the
plate reader used for our experiments, the raw fluorescence
values were divided by the conversion factor 9212.6 l/�mol.

crRNA generation in TXTL and Northern blotting analysis

The crRNA was generated by adding 2.56 nM plasmid en-
coding Cas12a, 0.21nM plasmid encoding T7 RNA poly-
merase, and 6.25 �M GamS protein in TXTL. After in-
cubation for 2 h at 29◦C, 2 �l of a gBlock encoding the
repeat-spacer was spiked in the TXTL mix. After incuba-
tion for an additional 14 h at 29◦C, total RNA was extracted
using the Direct-zol RNA MiniPrep kit (Zymo Research,
Cat: R2051) and treated with Turbo DNase (Life Technolo-
gies, AM2238). Northern blotting analysis was conducted
as previously described (34). As part of the blotting analysis,
the oligodeoxyribonucleotide CLTJNB (ACCGCGAAAG
GTTTTGCACTCGAC) was end-labeled with � -32P-ATP
and used for hybridization.

TXTL-based PAM screen

For PAM determination, we utilized our previously devel-
oped TXTL-based PAM screen, which had been used to
successfully recapitulate the known PAMs for NmCas9, Fn-
Cas12a, and AsCas12a, and determine the PAMs for pre-
viously unreported Cas12a nucleases (29,31,32). We first
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constructed a plasmid containing a 5N-randomized PAM
library flanked by a sequence targeted by the targeting
gRNA using methods described previously (31,32). Briefly,
the PAM library was generated by PCR-amplifying CB847
and gBlock TJ460 with primer pairs CSMpr1308/1309
and CSMpr1310/1311, respectively, followed by assembling
the two amplicons with NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly
Master Mix. Following generation of the PAM library, we
performed a high-throughput PAM determination screen
(31,32) using the same protocol as the GFP reporter as-
say in TXTL, though the GFP reporter plasmid was re-
placed with the PAM library plasmid. After incubating the
samples for 16 h at 29◦C, the uncleaved 5N-randomized
PAM library from the targeting and non-targeting reac-
tions for each Cas12a were PCR-amplified and prepared
for next-generation sequencing (NGS). The NGS data, in-
cluding the raw data and post-processing reads, were de-
posited in the NCBI gene expression omnibus (accession
#GSE130377). The code used for the processing and anal-
yses of the NGS data can be found in the following pub-
lic repository: https://bitbucket.org/csmaxwell/crispr-txtl-
pam-counting-script/. The methods used to generate the
PAM wheels are described in detail elsewhere (35). The re-
sulting Krona plots used to generate the PAM wheels can
be found in Data S1.

Indel formation in HEK293T cells

The target sites and their PAM sequences in the DNMT1
gene in HEK293T cells can be found in Supplementary Ta-
ble S2. The indel formation assays were conducted as de-
scribed previously (29). Briefly, 2 × 105 HEK293T cells were
seeded in 12-well plates 24h prior to performing transient
transfections. For each reaction, we transiently transfected
160 ng of the gRNA and 640 ng of the Cas12a plasmid using
jetPRIME (Polypus Transfection, Cat: 114-07). After a 20-
h incubation at 37◦C, the growth media was replaced with
fresh media in each well. The cells were then incubated for
an additional 52 h at 37◦C prior to the isolation of genomic
DNA.

Tracking of indels by decomposition (TIDE) analysis

Genomic DNA from transfected HEK293T cells were iso-
lated using the GeneJET Genomic DNA Purification Kit
(ThermoFisher Scientific, Cat: K0721) following the man-
ufacturer’s instructions. The genomic DNA was PCR-
amplified using primer pairs TJ719/720 or TJ699/722. Af-
ter validating amplification on a 1% agarose gel, the am-
plicon was prepared for Sanger sequencing with the primer
closest to the expected cleavage site. The chromatograms
obtained from each sequencing reaction were analyzed us-
ing TIDE analysis (36). Each gRNA tested was analyzed
against a non-PAM (GAAAT) negative control targeting a
site in the DNMT1 gene (Supplementary Table S2).

Statistical analyses

For a subset of the data, we performed statistical analyses to
determine statistical significance between multiple datasets.
The end-point fluorescence measurements were inputted

in MATLAB’s ttest2 function assuming unequal variances,
which used a two-tailed t-test and a 95% confidence inter-
val to discern statistical differences between the two samples
tested.

RESULTS

A phylogenetically diverse set of Cas12a nucleases exhibit
ranging effective activities in TXTL

A phylogenetically diverse set of Cas12a nucleases was
selected from publicly available sequences for char-
acterization. The ensuing set came from Firmicutes
bacterium ADurb.Bin193 (Adurb193Cas12a), archaeon
ADurb.Bin336 (Adurb336Cas12a), Francisella novicida
(Fn3Cas12a), Prevotella ihumii (PiCas12a), Prevotella
disiens (PdCas12a) and Helcococcus kunzii ATCC 51366
(HkCas12a). These nucleases tended to share low identity
with each other at the amino-acid level, with the exception
of the PiCas12a and PdCas12a nucleases, which shared
∼95.7% amino-acid identity. Additionally, the Fn3Cas12a
nuclease characterized here shares 91.4% amino acid
identity with the well-characterized Francisella novicida
U112 Cas12a (FnCas12a) (24). The other tested nucleases
showed approximately 30 to 40% amino-acid identity with
each other and with the well-characterized Cas12a nucle-
ases from FnCas12a, Lachnospiraceae bacterium ND2006
(LbCas12a), and Acidaminococcus sp. BV3L6 (AsCas12a)
in pairwise comparisons (Figure 1A). Nonetheless, the
direct repeat sequences associated with these Cas12a
nucleases were relatively well-conserved, consistent with
previously characterized Cas12a nucleases (Figure 1B)
(24,37).

We first assessed the ability of the six tested nucleases to
target DNA using an all-E. coli cell-free TXTL assay we
previously employed to rapidly characterize CRISPR-Cas
systems (31,32). As part of the assay, DNA constructs each
encoding the nuclease, a targeting or non-targeting gRNA,
and a targeted GFP reporter were added to the TXTL mix,
and GFP fluorescence was monitored over time using a
plate reader (Figure 1C). Loss of GFP production reflects
expression of the CRISPR components, formation of the
active nuclease:gRNA complex, cleavage of the GFP re-
porter plasmid, and subsequent plateauing of GFP levels.
For these experiments, each Cas12a was expressed with a
gRNA with a processed repeat, a 24-nt guide, and a down-
stream rho-independent terminator. The target sequence
was flanked by a 5′ TTTC PAM recognized by all known
Cas12a nucleases (24,37). The resulting fluorescence time-
courses from the assays confirmed that all nucleases could
actively target the DNA encoding the GFP reporter (Figure
1D). We do note variability in the time to cessation of GFP
expression––a reflection of the time to express the nucle-
ase, form the ribonucleoprotein complex, and finally bind
and cleave the target DNA––with the fold-reduction in GFP
levels (comparing targeting and non-targeting gRNAs) af-
ter a 16 h reaction at 29◦C ranging between 1.9-fold (for
Adurb336Cas12a) and 4.5-fold (for PiCas12a). Given the
challenge of distinguishing these factors as part of TXTL,
we refer to the ‘apparent targeting activity’ when making
comparisons.
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Figure 1. Phylogenetically diverse Cas12a nucleases exhibit varying apparent targeting activities and can process and utilize each other’s gRNAs. (A)
Phylogenetic tree of the Cas12a nucleases analyzed in this work (red) and other Cas12a nucleases that are commonly used or were reported in our previous
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Each Cas12a nuclease can process and utilize the gRNA for
the other nucleases

Due to the phylogenetic diversity exhibited between these
Cas12a nucleases, we asked whether each nuclease could
utilize each other’s gRNAs. Similar to prior work on char-
acterizing Cas12a nucleases (24,37), the gRNAs associated
with the Cas12a nucleases reported here share the same
left and right stem sequences, with variability in the se-
quences removed following gRNA maturation (Figure 1B).
The length and sequence of the connecting loop between the
two stems also varied, though the total length of the full re-
peat was well-conserved (35–36 nts) across these nucleases.

Cas12a binds a canonical hairpin formed near the 3′ end
of the repeat and cleaves upstream of this hairpin through
an endoribonuclease domain within the nuclease (Figure
1C) (25). Correspondingly, gRNAs have been expressed
with the full-length repeat (∼36 nts) or a processed repeat
(∼19 nts) (24,25). We therefore used two sets of gRNAs
as part of the GFP reporter assay: one set containing the
processed versions of the repeat, and another set contain-
ing the unprocessed gRNAs. We note that the processed re-
peat is identical for Adurb193Cas12a and HkCas12a. To
account for a potential impact of the target sequence, we
targeted two different sites flanked by a 5′ TTTC PAM that
were present in the GFP reporter plasmid (Figure 1E). We
then performed the GFP reporter assay using each nuclease
paired with each gRNA and target site. Based on the result-
ing fluorescence time-courses, all Cas12a nucleases tested
were able to utilize each other’s gRNAs (Figure 1E, Sup-
plementary Figure S1), with only minor differences in ap-
parent targeting activity. These findings can be explained
by the repeat sequences differing only in the trimmed por-
tion and the hairpin loop of the repeats, which were both
shown to accommodate mutations without disrupting the
activity of FnCas12a (24). They also match that of previ-
ous work showing that AsCas12a and LbCas12a were able
to utilize gRNAs associated with phylogenetically diverse
Cas12a nucleases when the sequence length of the loop re-
gion was conserved (30).

The Cas12a nucleases may be utilizing each other’s gR-
NAs without processing the 5′ end of the repeat. To explore
this possibility directly, we performed Northern blotting
analysis on gRNAs with the full-length repeat expressed
with each of the Cas12a nucleases in TXTL. We specifi-
cally used three different repeats exhibiting the greatest se-
quence diversity (Supplementary Figure S2A), and we used
a probe that hybridizes to the 24-nt guide present in all gR-
NAs. The analysis revealed that the 5′ end of the repeat

was efficiently processed off of each repeat (Supplementary
Figure S2B). Interestingly, we had difficulty detecting gR-
NAs paired with Adurb336Cas12a, suggesting that the gR-
NAs were destabilized in the presence of this nuclease. Over-
all, we conclude that the tested Cas12a nucleases can pro-
cess and utilize each other’s gRNAs, indicating a commonly
shared property across the nucleases.

PAM determination reveals distinct recognition profiles

We next were interested in deciphering the PAM profiles rec-
ognized by these Cas12a nucleases and how their profiles
compared. To this end, we performed a TXTL-based PAM
screen that we developed previously (Figure 2A) (31,32). As
part of the assay, separate TXTL reactions contained DNA
encoding a Cas12a nuclease, a targeting or non-targeting
gRNA, and a target sequence flanked by a 5N library of
potential PAM sequences. The reactions containing each
Cas12a resulted in the cleavage of library members contain-
ing a recognizable PAM. After a 16 h incubation at 29◦C,
the uncleaved library members from the samples with the
targeting or non-targeting gRNA were PCR-amplified and
subjected to NGS. The NGS data were analyzed for de-
pletion of PAM sequences in the presence of the targeting
gRNA, where greater depletion yielded more defined PAM
profiles. We refer to ‘apparent cleavage activity’ when com-
paring activities between nucleases, as the assay relies on
DNA cleavage but would also be affected by the expression,
folding, gRNA binding, and DNA target binding for each
nuclease.

The PAM profiles deciphered for each Cas12a (Figure
2B, Supplementary Figure S3A) showed that all six nucle-
ases recognized the canonical TTTV (V = A/C/G) motif
commonly associated with Cas12a nucleases (24,37). How-
ever, there were notable deviations from this motif often
unique to each nuclease. For instance, the PAM profiles
for Adurb336Cas12a, PdCas12a and Adurb193Cas12a all
closely resembled those for LbCas12a and AsCas12a, with
the consensus TTTV and the ability to accommodate a C at
the −2 position. Separately, the PAM profile for Fn3Cas12a
closely resembled that of its close ortholog FnCas12a, with
the consensus YTV (Y = C/T) and no strong bias at the
-4 position (24). We do note that some T-rich sequences
(e.g. TTTC) were less prominent in the PAM wheel for
Fn3Cas12a, although this can be attributed to the absence
of specific sequences within the tested PAM library (Supple-
mentary Table S3). Finally, the PAM profiles for HkCas12a
and PiCas12a recognized PAM profiles distinct from the
other nucleases. HkCas12a recognized motifs with a mix-

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
work (32) (gray). (B) Direct repeat sequences of the Cas12a nucleases represented in the phylogenetic tree. Red text indicates non-conserved bases of the
gRNA. Note that Fn3Cas12a shares the same gRNA as FnCas12a. (C) Representative figure showing the GFP reporter assay in TXTL. A GFP reporter
plasmid, Cas12a plasmid, and a targeting or non-targeting gRNA are added to a TXTL reaction. At the beginning of the reactions, each reaction expresses
GFP, Cas12a, and the gRNA. The reaction containing the non-targeting gRNA will continue to express GFP as the gRNA will be unable to direct the
Cas12a to cleave the GFP reporter plasmid, while the reaction containing the targeting gRNA will halt GFP production cleavage of the remaining reporter
plasmid. (D) Time-courses for the different Cas12a nucleases in the GFP reporter assay using a targeting (red) or non-targeting (gray) gRNA. In all cases,
the target was flanked by a canonical 5′ TTTC PAM and was immediately upstream of the −35 element of the promoter driving GFP expression. Each
solid line and shaded region represent the mean and standard deviation from three separate TXTL reactions. (E) Fold-reduction in GFP levels for each
Cas12a nuclease targeting two different protospacers flanked by ATTTC PAMs. For both target sequences, each Cas12a target and cleave the DNA using
each other’s full-length (bottom row) and mature (top row) gRNAs. Note that the Adurb193 and HkCas12a share the same processed gRNA sequence.
The fold-reduction was calculated using the GFP fluorescence data from the 16 h time-point from the reactions containing the targeting non-targeting
gRNA. The error bars represent the standard deviation from three separate TXTL reactions. See Supplementary Figure S1 for the associated time-courses.
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Figure 2. The characterized Cas12a nucleases are associated with various apparent cleavage activities and PAM sequences. (A) Representative figure
showing the TXTL-based PAM screen. A 5N PAM library, Cas12a, and a targeting or non-targeting gRNA are added to a TXTL reaction. After a 16 h
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ture of C or T, with bias toward C at the −3 position and
T at the −2 position. There was also evidence that Hk-
Cas12a could weakly recognize a G at the −2 position for
some sequences. Separately, PiCas12a generally recognized
a KKYV (K = G/T) motif and, to a lesser degree, a TTGS
(S = C/G) motif. In addition, the PAM profiles for Hk-
Cas12a and PiCas12a indicated that both nucleases could
accommodate a T at the −1 position when paired with a
subset of sequences (e.g. NYTT for HkCas12a, KTYT for
PiCas12a). Most importantly, the different PAM profiles
did not track with the phylogenic relationships between the
nucleases, as underscored by the contrasting PAM profiles
of PiCas12a and PdCas12a despite sharing 95.7% protein
sequence identity. This insight is further supported by ac-
counting for a larger set of Cas12a nucleases we previously
subjected to the TXTL-based PAM assay (32) (Supplemen-
tary Figure S3B), revealing little correlation between PAM
profiles and phylogenetic relationships.

TXTL results suggest PdCas12a exhibits different capacities
for transcriptional silencing and DNA cleavage

While PdCas12a exhibited comparable efficiencies of GFP
silencing to the other nucleases (Figure 1D), PdCas12a ex-
hibited noticeably weak apparent cleavage activity in the
PAM screen (Figure 2B) even though the target sequence
was the same for both experiments. In contrast, the two
other nucleases exhibiting weak apparent cleavage activity
in the PAM screen (Adurb193Cas12a, Adurb336Cas12a)
also exhibited similarly weak apparent targeting activity in
the GFP reporter assay. One notable difference between
the assays is that the target site in the GFP reporter as-
say is immediately upstream of the −35 element, and this
proximity was previously shown to induce transcriptional
silencing with a catalytically-dead nuclease (32); by con-
trast, the PAM screen absolutely requires DNA cleavage.
To further interrogate a potential role of transcriptional si-
lencing, we targeted the same sequence used in the PAM
screen flanked by the same PAM in two different positions
in the GFP reporter plasmid: the same site directly up-
stream of the promoter and a new site ∼100 bp upstream
of the promoter (Supplementary Figure S4A). While Pd-
Cas12a was able to silence GFP when targeting a sequence
directly upstream of the promoter, GFP was not efficiently
silenced when PdCas12a targeted the same sequence located
at a site further upstream (Supplementary Figure S4B).
In contrast, targeting both locations in the GFP reporter
led to comparable gene silencing with PiCas12a. We also
evaluated catalytically-dead versions of PiCas12a and Pd-
Cas12a harboring mutations in the RuvC domain (D946A,
E1035A, and D1279A for PiCas12a, D943A for PdCas12a),
where equivalent mutations preserved potent silencing by
FnCas12a (34). However, these variants did not exhibit any
silencing activity when targeting immediately upstream of
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Figure 3. Some of the Cas12a nucleases can accommodate a T at the –1
position within the canonical TTTV PAM. Fold-reduction of GFP expres-
sion for each Cas12a and motif indicated. The fold-reduction was calcu-
lated using the GFP fluorescence data from the 16 h time-point from the
TXTL reactions containing the targeting and non-targeting gRNA. The
error bars represent the standard deviation from three separate TXTL re-
actions. See Supplementary Figure S5 for the associated time-courses.

the promoter (Supplementary Figure S4C), potentially due
to the mutations being disruptive or GFP repression occur-
ring entirely through cleavage and benefiting from targeting
a transcriptional activity region. Setting aside the inconclu-
sive results with dPiCas12a and dPdCas12a, these data sug-
gest that PdCas12a may more readily drive transcriptional
silencing than DNA cleavage, although further investiga-
tion is needed.

TXTL confirms variable bias against T at the −1 PAM posi-
tion

We next aimed to assess the variable PAM recognition
across the set of Cas12a nucleases. One of the more no-
table insights was the lack of bias against T at the -1 po-
sition of the PAM for HkCas12a and PiCas12a for some se-
quences (Figure 2B, Supplementary Figure S3A). We there-
fore directly interrogated the impact of this PAM position
for all six nucleases using the GFP reporter assay (Fig-
ure 3, Supplementary Figure S5). As part of the assay, we
used a 5′ TTTN PAM flanking the target sequence in the
GFP reporter plasmid. We observed that all tested nucle-
ases were able to recognize the TTTV motif, albeit at vari-
ous apparent targeting activities, with marginal differences
based on the identity of the −1 nucleotide. By contrast, four
of the nucleases (Adurb336Cas12a, Fn3Cas12a, PdCas12a,
Adurb193Cas12a) exhibited significantly reduced targeting
with T versus V at the −1 PAM position (P = <0.0001–
0.0002 comparing TTTT versus TTTV, n = 3). The two ex-
ceptions were PiCas12a and HkCas12a, which yielded GFP
silencing that was statistically indistinguishable between T

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
incubation at 29◦C, the library members containing a recognizable PAMs are cleaved, while the non-PAMs are left remaining in the reaction. The non-PAM
members are PCR amplified and prepared for NGS. (B) Fold-change plots and PAM wheels representing the depleted motifs from the 5N PAM library
for each Cas12a tested. For the fold-change plots, note the inverted y-axis. See Supplementary Figure S3A for versions of the fold-change plots rescaled
to maximize separation between nts. As part of the screen for Fn3Cas12a, 72 out of the 1024 PAM sequences were absent from both libraries or from the
targeted library, preventing their inclusion in the PAM wheel. See Supplementary Table S3 for the complete list of these sequences.
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and V at this PAM position (P = 0.15 and 0.65 comparing
TTTT versus TTTV for PiCas12a and HkCas12a respec-
tively, n = 3 for TTTT and n = 9 for TTTV). These findings
confirm that PiCas12 and HkCas12a can readily accommo-
date T at the –1 position for some motifs, adding to the list
of Cas12a nucleases with this distinct capability (37). Given
that PiCas12a and HkCas12a are phylogenetically distinct
and separated by other Cas12a nucleases that were biased
against T at the –1 PAM position, this finding provides fur-
ther support that PAMs do not necessarily track with phy-
logenetic relationships.

HkCas12a recognizes C-rich PAMs in TXTL and in human
cells

From our PAM screen, HkCas12a exhibited an ability to ef-
ficiently recognize C-rich motifs not associated with other
well-characterized Cas12a nucleases (37), with a bias to-
ward a C at the −3 position and a T at the −2 position
(Figure 2B). To interrogate this unique recognition and bias
further, we applied the GFP reporter assay to assess Hk-
Cas12a’s ability to recognize CCCC, TCCC, CTCC, and
CCTC as PAMs in TXTL (Figure 4A, Supplementary Fig-
ure S6). HkCas12a exhibited similar apparent targeting ac-
tivities for all four PAM sequences. We did notice that
CTCC and CCTC yielded the lowest and highest appar-
ent targeting activities, respectively, matching the biases ob-
served in the PAM screen at these two positions (Figure 2B).
These differences were statistically significant when com-
paring TCCC to CCTC (P = 0.0021, n = 3) but not to
CTCC (P = 0.0627, n = 3), while the error for CCCC was
too large to establish statistical significance.

We next asked if similar sequences could be recognized
by HkCas12a as part of genome-editing in human cells.
Our results from the PAM screen and GFP reporter assay
suggested that this nuclease did not explicitly require T in
the PAM, while T at the −3 position could reduce target-
ing activity and T at the −2 position could enhance tar-
geting activity. To assess this directly, we designed gRNAs
targeting different sites in the DNMT1 gene in HEK293T
cells (Figure 4B, Supplementary Table S2) following our
prior success generating indels in this gene and cell line
with AsCas12a (29). Sites were selected to capture a range
of PAM sequences, including GTTTC, ATTTC, GCCCC,
ACCCC, GCCTG, ACCTC, GCTCA, ACTCA, TTCCC
and ATCCA. We transiently transfected a plasmid express-
ing HkCas12a and a plasmid expressing processed gRNAs.
After 72 hours post-transfection, we analyzed the frequency
of indels formed by TIDE analysis (36) using the non-PAM
TAGCT as a reference (Figure 4C). HkCas12a generated in-
dels for all targets that were all significantly different from
a control with the non-PAM GAAAT (P = 0.0009–0.0046,
n = 3), with the target associated with the GTTTC motif
resulting in the highest editing efficiency. When considering
the average indel frequency for each pair of targets flanked
by the same motif, the CTCV motif was associated with
the lowest frequency, in line with the observed bias at the
-3 position for a C over a T. However, the two indel fre-
quencies for each pair often diverged, suggesting a contri-
bution of the target sequence as we and others observed pre-
viously (29,38). Accordingly, one site flanked by the CTCV

motif (GTCA) yielded an indel frequency that was statis-
tically indistinguishable from individual targets flanked by
the CCCV motif (GCCCC; P = 1.0, n = 3) and the CCTV
motif (GCCTG; P = 0.26, n = 3). We did not observe the
bias toward a T at the −2 position. Finally, we assessed
editing at the TTTV-flanking sites by AsCas12a (Supple-
mentary Figure S7), which showed that AsCas12a yielded
higher frequencies of editing compared to HkCas12a. In
total, we found that the HkCas12a can recognize C-rich
PAMs in TXTL and in human cells, with some influence
the exact PAM sequence on targeting activity.

Mutating PiCas12a toward PdCas12a reveals distinct PAM
profiles in TXTL

We next turned our attention to PiCas12a, whose recog-
nition of PAMs containing multiple G’s (Figure 2B) dis-
tinguishes it from other previously characterized Cas12a
nucleases (24,37). We first tested PiCas12a’s ability to
recognize the canonical ATTTC motif, as well as more
unique G-containing sequences (ATGTC, CGGTC, AGGC
G, AGTGC) uncovered from the PAM screen (Figure 2B)
as part of the GFP reporter assay (Figure 5B, Supplemen-
tary Figure S9A). PiCas12a was able to recognize unique se-
quences containing a single G in the −3 position (ATGTC)
as well as multiple G’s in the −4/−3 (CGGTC) and −4/−2
positions (AGTGC) (Figure 5B). The only exception was
AGGCG, which was not recognized in the GFP reporter
assay but was strongly depleted in the PAM screen. In con-
trast, PdCas12a only strongly recognized ATTTC and at
best modestly recognized ATGTC.

The disparate PAM profiles distinguishing PiCas12a and
PdCas12a raised the question: which of the 57 mutations
are responsible for these differences? This question is partic-
ularly intriguing given that most of these mutations (41/57)
fall within the RuvC and Nuc domains that have not been
implicated in PAM recognition, while only five mutations
fall within the PAM-interacting domain (Figure 5A). Pre-
vious work showed that the PAM specificity of AsCas12a
could be altered by mutating specific residues located within
or between the recognition (REC) domain and the PAM-
interacting domain (39–41). We therefore aligned the pro-
tein sequences of AsCas12a, PiCas12a and PdCas12a to
identify associated residues that altered the PAM prefer-
ences of AsCas12a and varied between PiCas12a and Pd-
Cas12a (Document S1). This led us to identify five residues
in PiCas12a: K163, N599, S600, F604 and T628 (Figure
5A, Document S1). The equivalent residues in AsCas12a
(K164, N547, K548, N552, Q571) directly interact with
the PAM (N547, K548), can interact when mutated in
the RVR variant (N552), or are in the immediate vicin-
ity of the PAM (K164, Q571) (Supplementary Figure S8)
(41,42). We converted each residue or a combination of
the residues in PiCas12a to match that of PdCas12a to
create the PiCas12a variants with K163E, N599D, S600N,
F604Y, T628A, DNYA (containing the four mutations
N599D/S600N/F604Y/T628A), and EDNYA (containing
all five mutations). Although the corresponding residues
could also be mutated in PdCas12a, we focused on Pi-
Cas12a as the starting point given this nuclease’s unique
PAM profile.
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…AGTTGCTGGCCACCGTTTTGGGCTCTGGGACTCAGGCGGGTCACCTACC
CACGTTCGTGGCCCCATCTTTCTCAAGGGGCTGCTGTGAGGATTGAGTGA
GTTGCACGTGTCAAGTGCTTAGAGCAGGCGTGCTGCACACAGCAGGCCTT
TGGTCAGGTTGGCTGCTGGGCTGGCCCTGGGGCCGTTTCCCTCACTCCTG
CTCGGTGAATTTGGCTCAGCAGGCACCTGCCTCAGCTGCTCACTTGAGCC
TCTGGGTCTAGAACCCTCTGGGGACCGTTTGAGGAGTGTTCAGTCTCCGT
GAACGTTCCCTTAGCACTCTGCCACTTATTGGGTCAGCTGTTAACATCAG
TACGTTAATGTTTCCTGATGGTCCATGTCTGTTACTCGCCTGTCAAGTGG
CGTGACACCGGGCGTGTTCCCCAGAGTGACTTTTCCTTTTATTTCCCTTC
AGCTAAAATAAAGGAGGAGGAAGCTGCTAAGGACTAGTTCTGCCCTCCCG
TCACCCCTGTTTCTGGCACCAGGAATCCCCAACATGCACTGATGTTGTGT
TTTTAACATGTCAATCTGTCCGTTCACATGTGTGGTACATGGTGTTTGTG
GCCTTGGCTGACATGAAGCTGTTGTGTGAGGTTCGCTTATCAACTAATGA
TTTAGTGATCAAATTGTGCAGTACTTTGTGCATTCTGGATTTTAAAAGTT
TTTTATTATGCATTATATCAAATCTACCACTGTATGAGTGGAAATTAAGA
CTTTATGTAGTTTTTATATGTTGTAATATTTCTTCAAATAAATCTCTCCT
ATAAACCACCCTGGGTGGGTATTCGTGATTTGCACGGGAC…
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Figure 4. HkCas12a recognizes C-rich PAM sequences in TXTL and human cells. (A) Fold-reduction of GFP expression for HkCas12a targeting sequences
containing various C-rich PAMs. The fold-reduction was calculated using the GFP fluorescence data from the 16 h time-point from the reactions containing
the targeting non-targeting gRNA. The error bars represent the standard deviation from three separate TXTL reactions. See Supplementary Figure S6
for the associated time-courses. (B) A section of the DNMT1 gene containing the targeted sequences (highlighted) and their associated PAMs (bold) used
for the indel formation assays. The sequences highlighted in red and gray represent the targets associated with the canonical (NTTTC) and unrecognized
(TAGCT, GAAAT) PAM sequences, respectively. The other colors represent targets associated with non-canonical motifs that were tested in the GFP
reporter assay. Note that some of the target sequences and their associated PAMs are located in the bottom strand. (C) Indel frequencies for each DNMT1
target site tested in HEK293T cells quantified using TIDE (37). The indel frequency data for each target sequence were compared to that of a target
sequence flanked by a non-PAM (TAGCT). Error bars represent the standard deviation from three independent transfections.

We performed the GFP reporter assay to assess PAM
recognition by these PiCas12a variants as well as PdCas12a
using the same PAM sequences tested with PiCas12a (Fig-
ure 5B, Supplementary Figure S9A). The PiCas12a variants
each recognized at least one of the non-canonical sequences
recognized by PiCas12a. In many cases, each mutation re-
duced or eliminated recognition of a non-canonical PAM,
such as impaired recognition of AGTGC by the K163E,
S600N, DNYA and EDNYA variants, or impaired recog-
nition of ATGTC by the K163E and T628A variants. How-
ever, the mutations also altered PAM recognition in ways
that did not follow the expected progression from PiCas12a
to PdCas12a. Specifically, some mutations enhanced recog-
nition of motifs poorly recognized by either PiCas12a or
PdCas12a. Specifically, the K163E and F604Y variants ex-
hibited enhanced recognition of AGGCG, while the S600N,
F604Y, T628A and DNYA variants exhibited enhanced
recognition of CGGTC compared to ATTTC. Another ex-
ample was the non-additive effect of the mutations. In par-
ticular, the DNYA variant did not recognize the AGGCG
motif, while the addition of the K163E mutation that exhib-
ited enhanced recognition of AGGCG yielded the EDNYA
variant that was also unable to recognize this sequence. We
also tested two recognized sequences in the PAM screen
(AGGCC, AGGTC), although neither were recognized by

any of the variants in the GFP reporter assay (Supplemen-
tary Figure S9B).

We next sought to uncover the PAM profile of a subset of
the PiCas12a variants investigated in TXTL. We were par-
ticularly interested in the F604Y, DNYA, and EDNYA vari-
ants, as the F604Y variant exhibited increased apparent tar-
geting activity and recognition of AGGCG in comparison
to PiCas12a, while the DNYA and EDNYA variants exhib-
ited activities approaching that of PdCas12a (Figure 5B).
Thus, we performed the PAM screen on these three variants
to uncover their full range of recognized motifs (Figure 6).
The PAM profiles revealed that the F604Y variant main-
tained recognition of G-rich motifs similar to PiCas12a, al-
though the variant exhibited stronger recognition of G at
the −3 and −4 positions, stronger recognition of C over
T at the −2 position, and a more overt bias against A at
the -4 position. The F604Y variant also recognized fewer
sequences with T at the −1 position. The DNYA variant
exhibited a reduced ability to recognize G-rich motifs, al-
though it could readily recognize T at the −1 position within
a TTYT motif. Finally, the EDNYA variant showed a lack
of non-canonical PAM recognition, although the GFP re-
porter assays showed recognition of CGGTC (Figure 5B).
Interestingly, the EDNYA variant exhibited poor apparent
cleavage activity in the PAM screen similar to PdCas12a
(Figure 2B), suggesting that the K163E mutation alone or in
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Pi MKVMENYQEFTNLFQLNKTLRFELKPIGKTCELLEEGKIFASGSFLEKDKVRADNVSYVKKEIDKKHKIFIEETLSSFSISNDLLKQYFDCYNELKAFKK 100 
Pd ---MENYQEFTNLFQLNKTLRFELKPIGKTCELLEEGKIFASGSFLEKDKVRADNVSYVKKEIDKKHKIFIEETLSSFSISNDLLKQYFDCYNELKAFKK 97

Pi DCKSDEEEVKKTALRNKCTSIQRAMREAISQAFLKSPQKKLLAIKNLIENVFKADENVQHFSKFTSYFSGFETNRENFYSDEEKSTSIAYRLVHDNLPIF 200 
Pd DCKSDEEEVKKTALRNKCTSIQRAMREAISQAFLKSPQKKLLAIKNLIENVFKADENVQHFSEFTSYFSGFETNRENFYSDEEKSTSIAYRLVHDNLPIF 197

Pi IKNIYIFEKLKEQFDAKTLSEIFENYKLYVAGSSLDEVFSLEYFNNTLTQKGIDNYNAVIGKIVKEDKQEIQGLNEHINLYNQKHKDRRLPFFISLKKQI 300 
Pd IKNIYIFEKLKEQFDAKTLSEIFENYKLYVAGSSLDEVFSLEYFNNTLTQKGIDNYNAVIGKIVKEDKQEIQGLNEHINLYNQKHKDRRLPFFISLKKQI 297 

Pi LSDREALSWLPDMFKNDSEVIKALKGFYIEDGFENNVLTPLATLLSSLDKYNLNGIFIRNNEALSSLSQNVYRNFSIDEAIDANAELQTFNNYELIANAL 400 
Pd LSDREALSWLPDMFKNDSEVIKALKGFYIEDGFENNVLTPLATLLSSLDKYNLNGIFIRNNEALSSLSQNVYRNFSIDEAIDANAELQTFNNYELIANAL 397 

Pi RAKFKKETKQGRKSFEKYEEYIDKKVKAIDSLSIQEINELVENYVSEFNSNSGNMPRKVEDYFSLMRKGDFGSNDLIENIKTKLSAAEKLLGTKYQETAK 500 
Pd RAKIKKETKQGRKSFEKYEEYIDKKVKAIDSLSIQEINELVENYVSEFNSNSGNMPRKVEDYFSLMRKGDFGSNDLIENIKTKLSAAEKLLGTKYQETAK 497 

Pi DIFKKDENSKLIKELLDATKQFQHFIKPLLGTGEEADRDLVFYGDFLPLYEKFEELTLLYNKVRNRLTQKPYSKDKIRLCFNKPKLMTGWVDSKTEKSNS 600 
Pd DIFKKDENSKLIKELLDATKQFQHFIKPLLGTGEEADRDLVFYGDFLPLYEKFEELTLLYNKVRNRLTQKPYSKDKIRLCFNKPKLMTGWVDSKTEKSDN 597 
     
Pi GTQFGGYLFRKKNEIGEYDYFLGISSKTQLFRKNEAVIGDYERLDYYQPKANTIYGSAYEGENSYKEDKKRLNKVIIAYIEQIKQTNIKKSIIESISKYP 700 
Pd GTQYGGYLFRKKNEIGEYDYFLGISSKAQLFRKNEAVIGDYERLDYYQPKANTIYGSAYEGENSYKEDKKRLNKVIIAYIEQIKQTNIKKSIIESISKYP 697 

Pi NISDDDKVTPSSLLEKIKKVSIDSYNGILSFKSFQSVNKEVIGNLLKTISCLKNKEEFHDLIKKDYQIFTEVQAVIDEICKQKTFIYFPVSNVELEKEMG 800 
Pd NISDDDKVTPSSLLEKIKKVSIDSYNGILSFKSFQSVNKEVIDNLLKTISPLKNKAEFLDLINKDYQIFTEVQAVIDEICKQKTFIYFPISNVELEKEMG 797 

Pi DKDKPLCLFQISNKDLSFAKTFSANLRKKRGAENLHTMLFKALMSGNQDNLDLGSGAIFYRAKSLDGNKPTHPANEAIKCRNVANKDKVSLFTYDIYKNR 900 
Pd DKDKPLCLFQISNKDLSFAKTFSANLRKKRGAENLHTMLFKALMEGNQDNLDLGSGAIFYRAKSLDGNKPTHPANEAIKCRNVANKDKVSLFTYDIYKNR 897 

Pi RYMENKFLFHLSIVQNYKAAKDSAQLNSSATEYIRKADDLHIIGIDRGERNLLYYSVIDMKGNIVEQDSLNIIRNNDLETDYHDLLDKREKERKANRQNW 1000 
Pd RYMENKFLFHLSIVQNYKAANDSAQLNSSATEYIRKADDLHIIGIDRGERNLLYYSVIDMKGNIVEQDSLNIIRNNDLETDYHDLLDKREKERKANRQNW 997 

Pi EAVEGIKDLKKGYLSQAVHQIAQLMLKYNAIIALEDLGEMFVTRGQKIEKAVYQQFEKSLVDKLSYLVDKKRPYNELGGILKAYQLASSITKSNSDKQNG 1100 
Pd EAVEGIKDLKKGYLSQAVHQIAQLMLKYNAIIALEDLGQMFVTRGQKIEKAVYQQFEKSLVDKLSYLVDKKRPYNELGGILKAYQLASSITKNNSDKQNG 1097 

Pi FLFYVPAWNTSKIDPVTGFTDLLRPKAMTIKEAQDFFGAFDNISYNDKGYFEFETNYDKFKIRMKGAQTRWTICTFGNRIKHKKDKNYWNYEEVELTEEF 1200 
Pd FLFYVPAWNTSKIDPVTGFTDLLRPKAMTIKEAQDFFGAFDNISYNDKGYFEFETNYDKFKIRMKSAQTRWTICTFGNRIKRKKDKNYWNYEEVELTEEF 1197 

Pi KKLFDKYDIDYRDGNLKEEILKIDNRKFFDALIKLLQLTLQLRNSDDKGNDYIVSPIANADGKFFNSNDGCKELPLDADANGAYNIARKGLWVVRQIKDK 1300 
Pd KKLFKDSNIDYENCNLKEEIQNKDNRKFFDDLIKLLQLTLQMRNSDDKGNDYIISPVANAEGQFFDSRNGDKKLPLDADANGAYNIARKGLWNIRQIKQT 1297 

Pi K-DK--ISKLSNQEWLKFAQEKPYLK 1323
Pd KNDKKLNLSISSTEWLDFVREKPYLK 1323
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the context of the other mutations accounts for the reduced
apparent activity. Through these multiple experiments, we
conclude that mutating specific residues in PiCas12a found
in PdCas12a and associated with altered PAM recognition
in AsCas12a leads to changes in the recognized PAM pro-
file, in some cases deviating from either PiCas12a or Pd-
Cas12a.

PiCas12a and the F604Y variant recognize distinct non-
canonical PAMs in TXTL and in human cells and are sen-
sitive to the -5 PAM position

Deeper interrogation of the PAM wheels for PiCas12a and
the F604Y variant revealed biases at the −5 position as well
as within the variable V at the −1 position of the PAM
within the G-rich non-canonical motifs (Data S1). We thus
used the GFP reporter assay to test the ability of PiCas12a
and the F604Y variant to recognize individual PAMs within
the CGGYV and NGGYG motifs (Figure 7A, Supplemen-
tary Figure S10). We found that PiCas12a recognized motifs
within CGGYV with some bias against A at the −1 posi-
tion. The bias at the −5 position was notably strong for the
NGGYG motifs, with C preferred over G and no recogni-
tion of A or T. In contrast, the F604Y variant exhibited less
bias at the −1 position within the CGGYV motif, and it ex-
hibited stronger recognition of G and some recognition of
A or T at the −5 position within the NGGYG motif. These
results show that the −1 and −5 positions factor into recog-
nition of these non-canonical PAMs.

To further interrogate non-canonical PAM recognition
by PiCas12a and the F604Y variant, we next assessed in-
del formation in human cells. We selected targets within
DNMT1 flanked by various G-containing sequences, in-
cluding GTTGC, GTTGA, ATGTC, CGTTG, TGTTC,
GGTCA, AGTCC and CGGTG (Figure 7C) to initially test
with PiCas12a. We then selected a subset of these targets to
test with the F604Y variant (GTTGC, GTTGA and CG-
GTG) to specifically evaluate PAMs that were preferentially
recognized by this variant over PiCas12a in the PAM screen
and GFP reporter assay (Figure 5B, Supplementary Figure
S9A). We performed this assay following the experimental
set up used for the indel formation assay with HkCas12a
(Figure 4), and we tested many of these same sites with As-
Cas12a as a basis of comparison (Supplementary Figure
S7).

Both nucleases yielded significant indel formation across
all tested PAMs (P ≤ 0.00001–0.020, n = 3; P = 0.020 for
ATGTC-1) compared to the non-PAM control (GAAAT)
with only one exception: PiCas12a with ATGTC-2 (P =
0.11, n = 3). However, there were noticeable differences in
the frequency of indel formation between the nucleases and
targets (Figure 7D). PiCas12a yielded higher indel frequen-
cies at the two TTTV-flanked targets than the tested targets
flanked by non-canonical PAMs, with only the CGTTC-
flanked target exhibiting similar frequencies (13% com-
pared to 15% and 10% for the two TTTV-flanked targets).
In contrast, the F604Y variant yielded similar frequencies
of editing between one TTTV-flanked target site (11%) and
3/4 of the tested targets flanked by non-canonical PAMs
(10% for ATGTC-2, 10% for CGGTG-1, 14% for CGGTG-
2). Furthermore, when directly comparing PiCas12a and

the F604Y variant at the same targets, the F604Y vari-
ant consistently yielded higher frequencies of indel forma-
tion, paralleling the results from the GFP reporter assays in
TXTL. The targets flanked by ATGTC-1 and ATGTC-2 in
particular exhibited enhanced editing for the F604Y vari-
ant over PiCas12a (7% versus 3%, 10% versus 2%). We do
note that the indel frequencies sometimes varied between
targets flanked by the same general motif as observed for
HkCas12a (Figure 4C), where a greatly expanded set of se-
quences would need to be tested to assess the relative con-
tribution of the target sequence and the specific PAM se-
quence. Similarly, we primarily evaluated PAM sequences
that exhibited enhanced recognition by the F604Y variant,
although an expanded target set could also probe PAM se-
quences such as AGGCG that appeared to be uniquely rec-
ognized by this variant. When evaluating indel formation
with AsCas12a, the overall frequencies of editing with a
canonical TTTV PAM were higher than those for PiCas12a
or the F604Y variant (compare Figure 7D and Supplemen-
tary Figure S7). However, when targeting sites flanked by
the G-containing sequences, AsCas12a exhibited low indel
frequencies that were either modest but significant (P =
0.027, n = 3 for GGTCA) or not significant (P = 0.18–0.90,
n = 3 for the others) compared to the non-PAM control.
Overall, these data showed that the PAMs for PiCas12a and
the F604Y variant that were identified with TXTL can me-
diate gene editing in human cells, with the F604Y variant
being associated with higher editing efficiencies across all
tested target sequences. Probing an expanded set of target
sites would help establish the contribution of the target se-
quence and provide a validated list of PAM sequences that
support editing.

DISCUSSION

Here, we characterized six phylogenetically diverse Cas12a
nucleases, including Adurb336, Fn3, Pi, Pd, Adurb193 and
HkCas12a. While a subset of these nucleases was associated
with high amino-acid identity, their PAM profiles generally
did not track with phylogeny (Figures 1 and 2). Specifically,
Hk and PiCas12a were associated with distinct PAM pro-
files that varied greatly compared to other closely related or-
thologs, such as their ability to tolerate a T in the −1 PAM
position (Figure 3, Supplementary Figure S5). HkCas12a
recognized a C-rich PAM, with a bias toward a C in the
−3 PAM position and toward a T in the −2 position (Fig-
ures 2B and 4). PiCas12a recognized PAMs containing mul-
tiple G’s in its PAM, with strong biases at the −5 position,
while the F604Y mutant exhibited both enhanced effective
cleavage activity as well as more flexible PAM recognition.
During the preparation of this manuscript, another group
reported the characterization of HkCas12a, which also re-
ported recognition of C-rich PAM sequences (37), where
their data also suggested similar biases, although it was
not explicitly stated. These nucleases highlight the remark-
able diversity that can exist within CRISPR subtypes and
suggest that other nucleases sharing strong identity could
also recognize different PAM sequences, with the poten-
tial of further expanding the toolbox of CRISPR nucle-
ases to collectively cover all possible PAM sequences. The
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Figure 6. Mutating residues in PiCas12a to match those in PdCas12a yields distinct PAM profiles and apparent cleavage activities. Fold-change plots and
PAM wheels of the F604Y, DNYA and EDNYA PiCas12a variants. The F604Y variant was associated with a more promiscuous PAM compared to the
wild-type nuclease, while the DNYA and EDNYA variants were associated with a reduced ability to recognize non-canonical motifs. See Supplementary
Figure S3A for versions of the fold-change plots rescaled to maximize separation between nts.

PAM screens also revealed variability in the apparent cleav-
age activities that further distinguished the nucleases, and
probing other features not explicitly evaluated in this study
(e.g. temperature dependence, location and length of the 5′
staggered cleavage product) could reveal additional differ-
ences. It would also be important to evaluate the propensity
for off-targeting using well-established methodologies (43)
given the potential of altered PAM recognition to impact
targeting across a genome.

We also found that PiCas12a and PdCas12a exhibited
strikingly different apparent targeting activities and PAM
recognition profiles despite their shared amino-acid iden-
tity. To gain insights into the DNA targeting properties
that differentiate these orthologs, we mutated a combina-
tion of five residues that were previously shown to alter
PAM recognition or were proximal to these residues (39,40)
to match that of PdCas12a (Figure 5A, Document S1). The
PiCas12a variants investigated in this work includes the
K163E, N599D, S600N, F604Y and T628A variants, as well
as the combinatorial DNYA and EDNYA variants. While
many of these variants were associated with reduced non-
canonical PAM recognition (e.g. reduced recognition of AT-
GTC from K163E variants), the effects from mutating these
residues were not predictable (Figure 5B). In fact, some of
these mutations led to broadening of the PAM profile rec-
ognized by wild-type PiCas12a (e.g. CGGTC recognition of
S600N, F604Y, T628A and DNYA variants). These muta-
tional analyses suggest that while mutations can alter the
PAM profile of CRISPR nucleases, there exists a complex
and combinatorial relationship between the residues mu-

tated and their effect on PAM recognition. While we inves-
tigated five specific residues based on prior work altering
PAM recognition in AsCas12a (39,40), other residues could
influence PiCas12a’s unique PAM profile. One notable ex-
ample was the EDNYA variant sharing PdCas12a’s limited
apparent cleavage activity while maintaining its ability to
recognize a CGGTG PAM sequence.

Prior crystal structures of AsCas12a (PDB: 5B43) and the
RVR variant (PDB: 5XH6) provide some hints at the struc-
tural impact of the residues mutated in PiCas12a (41,42).
The residues in AsCas12a equivalent to those mutated in
this work directly interact with the PAM (N599, S600,
F604) or are located in the vicinity (K163, T628) in one
or both crystal structures. Mutating the residues that di-
rectly interact with the PAM would be expected to readily
impact PAM recognition, particularly when changing the
chain length or chemical properties of the residue (e.g. the
S600N mutation). Separately, mutating the residues in the
vicinity of the PAM could have created new interactions.
As support, the N552R mutation in AsCas12a (equivalent
to F604) switched the side chain from having no interac-
tion with the PAM to forming hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions with the base at the −3 position of the target strand
(41). By extension, K163 or T628 could be involved in PAM
interactions in either PiCas12a or PdCas12a. The combina-
tion of these mutations could also have a synergistic effect,
reflecting the varying impact of combining mutations. For
instance, introducing K163E into PiCas12a enhances recog-
nition of AGGCG, while introducing K163E into DNYA
does not regain recognition of AGGCG and instead results
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in lower apparent targeting and cleavage activity. An ex-
haustive mutational analysis along with detailed biochemi-
cal and structural studies could provide insights into PAM
engineering of Cas12a nucleases, which in turn may lead to
CRISPR nucleases associated with diverse PAM profiles.

The properties distinguishing Pi and PdCas12a suggest a
specific selective pressure that led to diversified PAM recog-
nition by PiCas12a. This mode of diversification is distinct
from traditional modes such as spacer acquisition and hori-
zontal gene transfer (44) and is in line with phages escaping
CRISPR immunity by mutating the PAM sequence flank-
ing existing protospacers (16). PAM diversification could
also be driven by anti-CRISPR proteins (Acrs) (15), where
multiple Acrs were discovered for Type V-A CRISPR sys-
tems (45,46) and one has been shown to inhibit Cas12a by
acetylating a residue responsible for PAM recognition (47).
The only major constraint on PAM diversification appears
to be avoiding self-recognition through the presence of a
PAM within the 3′ end of the repeat. Interestingly, all of
the Cas12 nucleases tested in this work shared the same six
nucleotides at the 3′ end of the repeat (GTAGAT) (Figure
1B), suggesting pressure to maintain this sequence while still
leaving ample sequence space that could be recognized as
non-canonical PAMs.

Through this work, we encountered a few discrepancies
between the results of the PAM screen, the GFP reporter
assay, and the indel formation assay in HEK293T cells. For
instance, PiCas12a recognized AGGCG in the PAM screen
and but not the GFP reporter assay, the EDNYA variant
of PiCas12a recognized CGGTC in the GFP reporter as-
say but not in the PAM screen, and both PiCas12a and
the F604Y variant recognized AGGTC and AGGCC in the
PAM screen but not the GFP reporter assay. These results
were relatively surprising given that the two assays shared
the same target sequence. Aside from difference in the flank-
ing sequences, one notable discrepancy was the proximity
of the target site to the promoter in the GFP reporter as-
say. This proximity would be expected to result in transcrip-
tional repression, suggesting differences in DNA binding
versus cleavage, although further work is needed to clarify
the contribution of each mechanism. Beyond discrepancies
within the TXTL assays, we also observed some discrep-
ancies between the TXTL results and the indel formation
assays in human cells. For instance, HkCas12a exhibited a
bias for a T at the −2 position of the PAM in TXTL, al-
though this bias was not observed in human cells. Over-
all, these discrepancies underscore the need for validation
experiments when performing PAM determination assays,
particularly in cellular or acellular systems in which the nu-
cleases will be employed (4).
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